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Introduction
During the past decade, cross-cultural studies of women's lives have
sparked reevaluations of data, methods, findings, and theory in the
social sciences. In this study of sexual hierarchies and social change in
Peru we contribute new perspectives on and interpretations of wom-
en's social realities. On the one hand, we present an ethnographic
account of the texture of Andean women's lives; on the other, we
clarify the range of analytic models and theories formulated during
the last ten years to conceptualize women's experience. Our examina-
tion of women's lives emphasizes the connections between theory
building and ethnographic detail as we move beyond the politics of
interpersonal relations to assess the impact of the broader social, polit-
ical, and economic systems that structure and constrain everyday life.
The fieldwork for this study was carried out in a rugged area of
the Andes, relatively isolated from national society until the twentieth
century. The towns of Mayobamba and Chiuchin, located in the dis-
tricts of Checras and Santa Leonor, lie on the western slopes of the
Andes in the hinterlands between the departments of Lima and Cerro
de Pasco. The settlements are small. Chiuchin is a trade center, lo-
cated at 2,400 meters, of about 250 residents; Mayobamba, located
above Chiuchin at 3,400 meters, is an agricultural community of
about 450 residents. A precipitous road, carved into the mountain-
sides along the river basin in the 1940s, connects Chiuchin to the
coast. Local residents completed a twisting, vertical extension of
the road between Chiuchin and Mayobamba in 1968. This is a bilin-
gual, Quechua-Spanish region where, according to the 1972 census, 62
percent of the population was literate in Spanish. Neither community
has electricity or sewage, and potable water, while available since the
1960s in public faucets, is rarely found in people's homes.
Chiuchin expanded when agriculturalists from the higher towns
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moved to the settlement to exploit the distributive possibilities of the
road. The road was the first link capable of carrying motorized vehi-
cles between this region of the sierra (the rural highlands) and the
coast. Chiuchin's entrepreneurs own and operate general stores, sup-
plying dry goods, beer, coca leaves, alcohol, tin goods, shoes, and
necessities brought in by truck and bus from the coastal towns some
six hours away. The most enterprising townspeople have also con-
verted their second floor or spare rooms into boardinghouse hotels to
accommodate the students, from the neighboring peasant com-
munities who study in Chiuchin, and the steady trickle of Peruvian
tourists who come to use the hot spring baths located on the property
of a hacienda (a large estate) that adjoins the town.
Chiuchin is composed of people actively interested in pursuing the
opportunities that the extension of coastal contact offers. Despite its
small size, it has the air of an important trade center, an interesting
place to be where there is much action, especially in contrast to the
highland towns. After spending even a week in one of the sur-
rounding agricultural communities, one experiences in Chiuchin a
heightened sense of activity: so much is available, there are strangers
present, and the bus and trucks arrive every day. The town conveys
this sense of activity without the benefit of a paved street, electricity,
running water, or central plumbing.
Chiuchin is also the seat of several extensions of the central gov-
ernment's bureaucracy despite the fact that it is not the district
capital-that honor is reserved for one of the highland agricultural
communities. The national police force (guardia civil) and the agricul-
tural extension agent have their local headquarters in the town. The
secondary school operates there as well. In short, it is a town with
extensive ties to both coastal urban society and to the rural Andean
agricultural communities which surround it.
Mayobamba, in contrast, is a much more traditional agricultural
community. Registered officially as an Indigenous Community (now
termed a Campesino Community) on December 18, 1935, the total
extension of the community is approximately 4,000 hectares which
are located at altitudes ranging from 3,000 to 4,600 meters. About
1,000 hectares are under cultivation.l The system of land tenure in-
volves both communal and private holdings. All nonirrigated pasture
land south and west of the town has been retained in communal
ownership and the town cultivates 4 hectares of alfalfa for the com-
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munity's dairy herd. Also, communal lands for dry farming potatoes,
the staple crop, are made available to all comuneros, or officially in-
scribed heads of household. Comuneros are assigned two fields in each
of eight annually rotated areas. The community as an entity plants
two large, central fields of potatoes each year as well. Despite the
continuing importance of communally controlled land, private prop-
erty has increased in economic importance and virtually all irrigated,
high quality land is now in private hands. Water flow to the irrigated
fields, however, is regulated by the community.2
In Mayobamba wealth is determined by the extent of irrigated land
a family owns, which in turn determines the amount of cattle that can
be raised. Both men and women inherit land, although there is a
preference for males to inherit more extensive lots.3
Quechua and Spanish are spoken in Mayobamba; only a few
monolingual Quechua speakers are found among the older women.
Men are almost twice as likely as women to have had some education
and more likely to have completed five years of school. Whereas 60
percent of the men have had five years of schooling, only 45 percent
of the women have comparable school achievement.4
In both Mayobamba and Chiuchin reciprocal work exchanges as
well as wage labor are used for agricultural work. Fictive kin relation-
ships are constructed at important rites of passage and become the
basis for labor exchanges for both men and women.5 Barter with
other highland communities, using overland trade routes and llama
packs, is still practiced, though coastal trade is much more important.
Given these ethnographic characteristics, where can we locate
Mayobamba and Chiuchin in comparison to other Andean com-
munities? How representative of Peruvian rural settlements are these
towns? Social scientists note correctly the variation to be found
throughout the Andes. It is probably misleading to talk in terms of
"typical towns" as if one could identify an average settlement in the
historical, geographic, economic, and cultural complexity of the
Andes. From our point of view, Chiuchin and Mayobamba illustrate
the processes of change which, though uniquely manifested in each
Peruvian town, share a generalized directionality with other rural
communities. Chiuchin and Mayobamba are interesting precisely be-
cause they combine some traces of the past-labor exchanges, com-
munallands, subsistence agriculture-with the forces that will shape
rural futures-growing class stratification, migration, and involve-
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ment in the coastal cash economy. The towns have mixed precapitalist
and capitalist economies. While Quechua is still spoken by many,
Spanish is increasingly the language of everyday discourse. The in-
habitants of these towns see themselves as serranos (people of the
highlands), not as ethnic Indians, and many are very closely tied to
urban national society through kin who have migrated to coastal cities
in search of work and higher education. The towns themselves are
small and isolated enough to maintain some independence in their
everyday affairs, and yet they are involved in the national economy
and political system.6
This region of rural Andean society is heavily marked by sexual
hierarchy, whether we are talking about small agrarian communities
with strong collective traditions or commercial towns serving as sup-
ply links to the national economy. Sexual hierarchy is exemplified by
women's differential access to important resources, such as land and
irrigation water, the lower rates of literacy and acquisition of school-
ing, and their limited roles in local political structures.
We wanted to understand how individual women and men perceive
and evaluate sexual divisions of work, community politics, and the
currents of social change that are propelling rural people into ex-
panding participation in coastal, urban, industrial society. At the same
time, we wanted to examine the structures of power in the political
and economic institutions that transcend individual lifetimes yet
shape the experiences and life chances of each individual.
Our study attempts to show how women's subordination is institu-
tionally structured, yet negotiated, disputed, and changed through the
conscious actions of women and men. Our approach seeks the links
between social ideologies, sexual divisions of labor, and differential
access to central institutions. We explore how these linkages per-
petuate sexual hierarchy for women and men in the Andes. The
following central questions have focused our work:
I. How do women and men perceive sexual subordination? Do
women act on their consciousness of sexual hierarchy? Do women's
perceptions contribute to their oppression? Do women formulate
strategies for change based on their understandings of subordina-
tion?
2. Is there greater equality between the sexes when sexual di-
visions of work are minimized?
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3. Are class and ethnicity more important than sex in shaping
women's and men's life experiences?
4. With growing urbanization, the expansion of commerce,
schools, national legal systems-in short, with the forces of de-
velopment and modernization-what has happened to women's
status?
A word needs to be said also about the diversity of the experience
of Andean women. One of our goals in this study is to provide the
reader with an appreciation of the variety and range of experience to
be found in the lives of the women in Mayobamba and Chiuchin, and
by extension to suggest the variation to be appreciated in the experi-
ence of Andean women in general. Again, what we see as most in-
teresting about the women of these communities is what they suggest
about the patterns of change and the forces behind them which would
apply broadly throughout the region.
We have known the women of Chiuchin and Mayobamba for the
past fifteen years. Their lives and experience are of interest to us
because we have shared their homes, hospitality, and friendship.
Moreover, their lives pose intriguing intellectual problems which bear
on the issues facing women in more industrialized communities as
they seek to unravel the puzzle of sexual hierarchy. The experience of
Andean women with social change may help us solve the central rid-
dle of our own experience with modernization and industrialization:
which kinds of changes enhance women's status and opportunities,
and which restrict women's options? The women in our study experi-
ence change in their involvement in the cash economy, their integra-
tion in and dependence on urbanized coastal society, the penetration
of national political institutions, and expanded educational and mi-
gration opportunities. Consequently, an examination of their lives
reveals the impact of these changes, the links between these processes,
and how such changes affect the relationships between men and
women. This study explicitly addresses how social change can lead to
greater parity between men and women and how change can also
reinforce the preexisting subordinate status of women.
While we began field work in this area of Peru in 1965, we have
specifically focused on women since 1974. Over the course of four
years we spent a total of twelve months in the two communities. With
participant observer techniques, we shared the daily rounds of
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women: their sewing circles, trading expeditions, preparations for
fiestas, community rituals, births, deaths, and daily agricultural and
commercial tasks.
We chose an open-ended methodology throughout our study
which gave us access to people's values and perceptions. We did not
seek responses to predetermined attitude scales. We wanted the wom-
en and men of Chiuchin and Mayobamba to define for us the appro-
priate categories of experience. In practice this meant that we depended
on long, relatively unstructured conversations which took place
around the cooking hearths, on walks to the fields, or around dinner
tables. In addition, we joined public events from soccer matches to
public fiestas. Our fieldwork journals incorporated our observations,
our transcriptions of interviews and conversations, as well as our first
attempts to explore the patterns of our findings. In this book we
present a detailed and theoretical analysis of these patterns. In the
course of our fieldwork we talked to the vast majority of people in
Mayobamba and Chiuchin. We selected representative quotes from
those interviews to illustrate and document analytic points through-
out the text.
Contact with these settlements over the past fifteen years gave us a
chance to observe long-term developments in both families and com-
munities. We knew the towns and their political structures before the
military came to power in 1968. Thus, we have had the opportunity to
watch the course of the self-proclaimed Peruvian Revolution and to
trace its impact on the rural population: the hopes and fears it
aroused, as well as the limits and failures in the implementation of its
policies. We have watched the communities formulate, test, and re-
formulate strategies to garner benefits from national coastal and gov-
ernment institutions. This process reflects the politics of national in-
tegration and the complex interface between government policy and
citizen response, the challenges posed to political leaders, and the
risks involved for rural citizens. We have traced the migratory experi-
ences of families as they establish networks of ties to Lima and other
coastal cities for jobs and education.
In looking at these general patterns of change we have been par-
ticularly anxious to understand the experiences of women and men to
see what impact sex has on their respective options in the rural areas
and in migration to the urbanized coast. The chapters which follow
are an attempt to present a systematic discussion of the interaction
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between certain types of change and sexual subordination, between
the local patterns of work, politics, and family life which structure
subordination, and those elements of social change which perpetuate
or alleviate sexual hierarchy.
Chapter 1 is an introduction to the complexity and variety of indi-
vidual women's lives in rural Peru. We begin with biographical por-
traits of women who represent important contrasts in economic posi-
tions, marital arrangements, and labor force participation in order to
understand what it means to be a woman in this society. This chapter
focuses on three women's lives in the commercial settlement of
Chiuchin and on four women's lives in the neighboring agricultural
community of Mayobamba.
Chapters 2 and 3 step back from the particulars of the ethno-
graphic case study and consider important issues of theory, method-
ology, and interpretation. These chapters evaluate the analytic
approaches to women's subordination and social change. Chapter 2
presents a critique of bias in such disciplines as political science and
anthropology and the impact of this bias on what we know of women's
lives. Here we define and discuss the issues underlying the concepts of
sexual subordination, parity, and power. Our goal is to phrase these
key concepts so they become productive tools for multicultural
theories of women's varying social and economic positions. Chapter 3
reviews four contemporary approaches to the cross-cultural study of
women: the separate spheres, the sexual division of labor, the class
analysis, and the social ideology perspectives. Our analysis probes
these frameworks for unexamined assumptions, questions their com-
prehensiveness, and compares their potential for capturing the com-
plexities of women's positions in class stratified societies in Latin
America and North America. We conclude that a synthesis of the
social value and class analysis approaches is possible and extremely
useful. While some researchers stress the incompatibility of these
models, we argue that one can successfully negotiate the analytic terri-
tory between them.
In the remaining chapters we demonstrate our analytic model in a
finely grained comparative analysis of women's lives in Chiuchin and
Mayobamba. In chapter 4 we begin with a closer look at women's life
cycles, the cultural alternatives for marriage and household organiza-
tion, and the politics of domestic life. We present the range of family
situations and the consequences for women and men of each option,
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provide a discussion of women's attitudes toward fertility, and discuss
the meaning of the changes that occur in family life and structure
which are brought about by increased involvement with coastal soci-
ety. We view the family as a crucial element in the study of social
change because changes in the broader society are often reflected in
the relationship between the sexes in family units. Moreover, as will
become apparent in the pages which follow, the women of
Mayobamba and Chiuchin view their families as critical relationships
to which they are firmly committed. The choices they make and the
strategies they adopt are made with reference to the central value of
the family in their lives.
In chapters 5 and 6 we discuss rural economic structures and trace
the impact of sexual divisions of labor and the agrarian class system
on sexual hierarchies. In chapter 5 we discuss the consequences of
women's participation in the economic life of the two communities.
We ask if high levels of economic involvement and a minimal division
of labor have led to parity between men and women. In chapter 6 we
describe the class structure within each community and examine the
differences between male and female experiences in the class system.
This application of our analytic model demonstrates the interplay of
sex and class in women's perceptions and organization of work.
In chapter 7 we consider women's political participation and how
family structures, economic organization, and cultural values combine
to constrain women's access to public office, public influence, and
community policy. Finally, in chapter 8 we evaluate the differential
impact of social change, specifically education and migration, 'On the
options of the sexes in rural communities. Here we consider the im-
.pact of national government reforms and development policies on
women in rural communities.
Throughout our analysis of the economy, the polity, the family and
social change we specify the key elements of rural and national
realities that perpetuate and transform women's subordination. The
analysis moves beyond stereotyped notions of Andean women by
focusing on the women of Chiuchin and Mayobamba, and portraying
the complexity of their lives and interactions with the institutions that
subordinate them to men. The analysis clearly shows that women are
not hapless victims, immobilized in the face of the forces of an econ-
omy and a political system marshalled against them. Rather our mate-
rial suggests that women mobilize a variety of resources to help them
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cope with their limited and restricted influence. The task, then, is to
understand how the mechanics of subordination operate and what
strategies offer the best route for promoting sexual equality.
Notes
I. Figures on land use are drawn from Morris (1964).
2. For a more traditional ethnographic treatment of Mayobamba, see
Morris et al. (1968).
3. The pattern in Mayobamba seems to follow that noted for a number of
Andean communities in Lambert's (1977, p. 15) summary: "Virilocal resi-
dence is preferred and sons take priority in the division of inheritance, par-
ticularly when land is scarce. The favoritism shown toward male offspring
reflects a cultural ideal rather than economic requirements, since the division
of labor by sex is not rigid and a day's work by a woman is, in fact, reckoned as
the equivalent of the same amount of work by a man. The inequality of the
sexes in matters of inheritance was probably greater in the last century than it
is now .... " See also Flores-Ochoa (1979, p. 96) for inheritance patterns
among herders.
4. Adapted from Morris et al. (1968, pp. 275,288).
5. The use of kinsmen and fictive kin in reciprocal relationships has been
found in varying degrees throughout the Andes. See Lambert (1977) and
Alberti and Mayer (1974). As both Mayer (1974) and Isbell (1978) note, these
ties and obligations may be maintained despite the influence of the coastal
cash economy. In Mayobamba and Chiuchin, reciprocal obligations and wage
labor coexist.
6. If one thinks in terms of a spectrum of rural community types ranging
from those which are culturally autonomous, monolingual Quechua speaking,
maintaining Quechua traditions, and erecting barriers to Peruvian state ex-
pansion at one end, to communities whose economies and cultures have been
thoroughly integrated into and shaped by the expansion of coastal mestizo
society at the other, Mayobamba and Chiuchin would be placed toward the
latter end of the spectrum. See Deere and Leon de Leal (n.d.) for an impor-
tant study of economic variation in agrarian communities.
